[Cellular immunotoxicity of rAAV gene medicine and possible solutions].
Gene medicine based on recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) vector has rapidly become the prior-choose reagent for gene therapy, since it had been shown that the rAAV was able to stably express many genes in vivo without detectable side-effect. However, recent findings of CTL immune responses to AAV capsid in a clinical trial highlighted a new issue regarding safety that previously was not identified in animal studies. Obviously it is so important to understand the interaction of rAAV with the immune system in details for the safety and success of rAAV gene medicine. In this review we evaluate several current hypotheses aiming to explain the cellular immunotoxicity, also analysis the current findings including the presentation kinetics of the capsid antigen and the activation of CTL. Focusing on the key steps of the immune response several solutions are proposed, including immunosuppression, optimization of vector and improvement of purity, in order to insure clinical safety and efficacy of rAAV.